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HERE COMES

Front-Office Automation
By Lawrence M. Fisher
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these returns pale in comparison
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to what can be achieved when tech-

ing management. The term
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“front-office” is almost intentional-

changing long-entrenched practices.

ly vague, encompassing sales force au-

Over the past five years, many

tomation, call-center management,

corporations have begun using a new

product and price configuration tools,

group of software applications to au-

and help-desk applications. What

tomate their interactions with cus-

these programs have in common is an

tomers. Some have seen impressive

outward focus, aiming to improve

dors have formed the fastest-growing

returns on their investments. But the

dealings with customers, as opposed

segment of the software industry in

big returns may be yet to come as

to the back-office focus on streamlin-

recent years, at times propelling the

companies increasingly learn to use

ing in-house operations.

these programs as strategic tools.

Although back-office software

stock prices of companies like Siebel
Systems Inc., the Vantive Corporation

Wall Street calls these new pro-

companies — like SAP AG, the Baan

and Clarify Inc. to dizzying multiples

grams front-office software, to distin-

Company NV and Peoplesoft Inc. — re-

of earnings per share. Studies by the

guish them from traditional back-

main far larger, the front-office ven-

Gartner Group and the International
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Data Group project that the front-

ployments abound.

office market will grow from about

Another set of risks is cultural.

legions of pragmatists who hold back
until they’ve seen that a solution real-

$600 million in 1997 to $3 billion by the

Employees may cling to old, familiar

ly works. For front-office software ap-

year 2000; other estimates are even

processes no matter how much the

plications, that transition is happen-

higher.

new ones are improved. Salespeople

ing now.

The makers of front-office appli-

may resent the intrusion of technolo-

Until recently, “most of the

cations claim these programs are

gy in their daily routine, and no sales-

process re-engineering and technolo-

“top-line generators,” meaning that

force automation tool is productive if

gy investment has been back-office-

they can actually lift revenues by

the people in the field refuse to use it.

focused on reducing costs and in-

increasing salespeople’s clo-

creasing efficiency,” said

sure rates, improving cus-

Ajay Agarwal, vice presi-

tomer retention and creating

dent of sales and marketing

new venues in which sales

for the Trilogy Develop-

can occur. As more prod-

ment Group, a front-office

ucts become commoditized,

company based in Austin,

front-office programs offer

Tex. “Sales and marketing

corporations a fresh oppor-

have largely been ignored,

tunity to differentiate them-

from both a process focus

selves through their marketing, sales and service organizations.
The programs let large companies
personalize sales and service relationships the way that small ones
always could.
The payoffs can be immense and
immediate: one large software company saw an almost instant $10 million
a month in additional revenue simply

and a technology focus. But

Employees may cling to
old, familiar processes
no matter how much the
new ones are improved.

by automating contract renewals.

after all the downsizing and cost-cutting, companies are realizing they can
only grow earnings so much without
growing revenues,” he said. “When
you think about the top line, a focus
on customers, sales and marketing is
critical.”
Companies began applying computers to back-office functions like
general ledger more than 30 years ago

But large returns imply large

Most of these products are surpris-

and began shifting to packaged appli-

risks, and the front-office software

ingly easy to use, with graphic user

cations, like SAP’s R-3, for these tasks

market has its share. This is still a

interfaces that speed the learning

about 10 years ago. With the broad ac-

wide-open market, filled mostly with

curve, but companies still shortchange

ceptance of these programs, and the

tiny, often privately held companies

training at their peril. Dealers and dis-

uniformity of the processes they have

whose survival is by no means as-

tributors may feel threatened by pro-

encouraged, back-office efficiency is

sured. Even some of the largest com-

grams that forge closer bonds be-

no longer a place to gain competitive

panies, which have met or passed

tween manufacturers and end users.

advantage.

$100 million in sales, remain immature

But no company can afford to sit

“To reduce your costs and have

and vulnerable to a wave of consoli-

idly by while its competitors adopt

better processes on the back end to-

dation just beginning to sweep the in-

these tools. Most new technologies go

day is a ‘so what,’” said Klaus Besier,

dustry. Some of these companies may

through a transition period, when the

president and chief executive of CWC

be strained serving a large customer,

market moves from a few early

International Inc., a front-office com-

and anecdotal accounts of failed de-

adopters who will try anything to the

pany based in Minneapolis, and a
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former senior SAP executive. “If every

time to market since implementing

field salespeople record and track cus-

company is using SAP, the question is:

the program, he said.

tomer interactions and then present

What is the competitive advantage to

In many industries, pricing com-

their data through a central database

me? Not much. The only differentiator

plexity is driving the adoption of con-

so that the knowledge is available to

you have left is in the sales and mar-

figuration tools. In the hospital and

the entire enterprise. “The salesman

keting arena,” he said. “Drive the top

surgical supplies market, for example,

becomes a much more consultative,

line and market share.”

pricing is set by manufacturers and

value-added person than just some-

differs by customer based on volume,

one who’s trying to get you through

CWC and Trilogy both produce
configurators, programs that provide

but products are delivered by distrib-

a sales cycle,” said Patricia House,

a simple, and easily customized,

utors who often depend on manufac-

executive vice president and chief

graphic interface to a sophisticated

turer’s rebates for their profit. The Al-

operating officer of Siebel, which is

database that can keep track of all the

legiance Healthcare Corporation, a

based in San Mateo, Calif.

multiple components, features and

hospital supplies distributor in Mc-

Front-office programs are also

pricing of a broad set of products.

Gaw Park, Ill., recently deployed a sys-

a way to share knowledge in a sales

With one of these tools on a laptop

tem produced by Trilogy, interfaced

or service organization, knowledge

computer, or increasingly on a cor-

with its own SAP system, to improve

that might have been the domain

porate site on the World Wide Web,

the alignment of pricing between it-

of mid-level managers whose posi-

salespeople can tailor a product to

self, its vendors and its customers.

tions were eliminated in the down-

meet a customer’s specific needs —

Instead of depending on sales rep-

sizing of the past few years. “A lot of

interactively and in real time — with-

resentatives to notify customers of

questions used to be answered by the

out perusing paper manuals or mak-

new prices, the Trilogy system notifies

hierarchy,” said Lawrence Garlick,

ing telephone calls back to base. The

them directly by E-mail or fax. “Be-

chairman and chief executive of the

program knows which feature sets

cause price floats around so much, we

Remedy Corporation. “In today’s flat

are compatible and which are not,

used to have a lot of disputes,” said

organizations, your boss knows only

and how topricethem.Inmanyindus-

Jeff Blair, Allegiance’s vice president of

slightly more than you do,” he said.

tries, the growing complexity of prod-

pricing and contracting. “Direct notifi-

Remedy, based in Mountain View,

ucts makes configurators a powerful

cation allows us to reduce the amount

Calif., produces help-desk software,

tool for competitive advantage.

of our receivables that is in dispute.

originally used to track internal ser-

“The effect was to give all our

When we went into dispute in the past,

vice issues, largely computer prob-

knowledge to the salesman to config-

we had very little historical data, so

lems, but now increasingly applied to

ure and build a solution with the cus-

we had a difficult time collecting. Now

customer service.

tomer,” said Bruno Chazalette, man-

we go in in a much stronger position,”

For many companies, the biggest

ager of sales and marketing for the

he said. “We now build pricing off a

problem addressed by front-office

commercial truck division of Renault

platform that’s more customer-facing.”

software is the legacy of incompatible

V.I. in Paris, which is using CWC’s

Today’s customers are more so-

data systems that has prevented them

tools in direct sales and through

phisticatedthanin t h ep a s t ,a n dt h e y

from presenting a unified face to cus-

private dealers. “It puts pressure on

come to a sales call with a greater

tomers. Some of these systems may

the organization to meet customers’

understanding of their own needs.

have been inherited through acquisi-

needs. Before, we sold what was in

Sales-force automation tools, like

tions, some adopted as new business

stock; now we sell a customized truck

configurators, or Siebel’s opportuni-

units formed to offer new products.

to every customer,” he said. Renault

ty-management programs help the

The problem has only worsened in the

has seen a measurable improvement

salesperson meet the customer’s

era of personal computers and dis-

in quality of orders and a reduction in

expectations. Siebel’s program lets

tributed computing, as systems have
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often been adopted on a departmen-

handled at all,” he said.

you in three days,” he said. “They

tal basis. These systems cannot share

Prudential now has 120 of its

data easily, and the information in

people connected to a system from

Some newer companies, espe-

them is often contradictory, and thus

Onyx. “When somebody needs to

cially those that may have come of age

invalid.

would laugh at you.”

know about a customer, you do not

in the last five years along with the

These problems affect compa-

need to call multiple departments and

front-office software suppliers, say

nies large and small, old and young.

wait weeks for a response,” Mr. Kumar

they could not execute their business

Datastream Systems Inc., a fast-grow-

said. “You just type in the name of the

model without these programs. “You

ing software company in Greenville,

customer, and the information is at

can’t scale a company in the service

S.C., had more than 20 disparate data-

your fingertips. Information is power,”

business without having these levels

bases for marketing, sales and cus-

he said.

of automation,” said Bob Rouse, exec-

tomer support. “We had databases all

As such, information can be the

over the company to offer support,”

key to customer retention. For a com-

systems and operations for Interme-

said Will McCuen, Datastream’s direc-

pany like ADP Employer Services,

dia Communications, a telecommuni-

utive vice president of engineering

tor of corporate systems. “We never
could trust or have confidence in that
data.”
Datastream replaced those numerous systems with one program
from Onyx Software Inc., of Bellevue,
Wash., that combines sales-force automation with service and support

“The software systems we had could not talk
to each other, and we had no way of commonly identifying a customer across the different systems.”

tools. “Now we can track the success
of a campaign, what really takes place

which provides payroll and human-

cations services company based in

when a lead converts to a sale,” Mr.

resource outsourcing, more effective

Tampa, Fla., that relies on its front-

McCuen said.

customer service is a matter of sur-

office software to keep track of all customer interactions.

Prudential Investments, based in

vival. Like Prudential, ADP recently

Newark, N.J., faced a typical situation.

deployed front-office software, in its

Front-office software systems are

Prudential often sold multiple prod-

case from Clarify, to link disparate

typically less costly and pervasive

ucts, like insurance and mutual funds,

information systems among its vari-

than back-office deployments, but

to its large corporate customers, but

ous divisions.

they are still significant investments,

these products had separate sales

“The bar keeps getting raised in

often measured in the multiple mil-

forces, with distinct, unconnected and

client service,” said Howard Koenig,

lions of dollars. And the industry is full

incompatible data systems.

corporate vice president of opera-

of dark tales from companies about

“The software systems we had

tions and client services for ADP,

competitors’ products deployed but

could not talk to each other, and we

which is based in Roseland, N.J. “Peo-

never used. Many companies, howev-

had no way of commonly identifying a

ple don’t compare us to other payroll

er, report a meaningful return on their

customer across the different sys-

companies. They compare us to com-

investment, often in a very short time.

tems,” said Subramaniam Kumar, a

panies where they get world-class ser-

Novell Inc., the networking soft-

vice president for Prudential’s institu-

vice, like Federal Express or Fidelity,”

ware company based in Provo, Utah,

tional asset-management division.

he said. “You need technology to meet

provides one dramatic example. Nov-

“The process of tracking each step of

the clients’ expectations. You can’t tell

ell has traditionally sold many of

selling to these customers was not

people I’ll look into it and get back to

its software programs on an annual
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contract basis, but, because the sales

plicit directions are compatible with

“plain vanilla” business processes im-

went through multiple distribution

the company’s own internal goals.

posed by these programs would like-

channels and because of Novell’s his-

“When you buy into one of these

ly improve on the clearly dysfunc-

tory of growth by acquisition, the da-

systems, you’re buying into a man-

tional processes they replaced. “As

ta on these contracts were stored in

agement methodology as well,” said

long as it’s vanilla, at least you know

multiple, often incompatible sys-

somebody else has used it,” he

tems, and renewals sometimes

said. But he went further, adding

fell through the cracks. Now con-

that greater standardization of

tract renewals all reside on a sin-

processes among these pro-

gle database using a front-office

grams would benefit most com-

program from Scopus Technolo-

panies. “What we see today are

gy, an Emeryville, Calif., compa-

tremendous differences in busi-

ny acquired by Siebel in March.

ness processes that make no

“We believe this is $20 to

sense; it’s full employment for

$30 million a quarter in addi-

mid-tier M.B.A. people,” he said.

tional revenue for us,” said Eric

“Our economy is better served

Schmidt, Novell’s chairman and

by more standardized business

chief executive. “The payback is

processes, at least by company

like yesterday. Anything you can

type.”

do to increase revenues is the

One can recognize the in-

first thing to look at. Anything

herent biases of front-office pro-

you can do to increase efficiency

grams by having some knowl-

is the second thing,” he said.

edge of the vendors’ histories.

Any company that has com-

Although most of the software

pleted a major back-office de-

companies have moved toward

ployment knows that these sys-

offering suites of applications

tems not only prompt business

that cover the entire front-office

process re-engineering but tend

spectrum, nearly all of them

to shape the way those process-

started with a single program,

es are changed in very definite

and the orientation of that pro-

and predetermined ways. Front-

gram still informs each prod-

office vendors as a group insist

uct’s internal logic.

their programs are more flexible

Thus Siebel, which began

and can be customized to suit a buy-

Mr. Schmidt, who before joining Nov-

er’s existing processes, but they also

ell was chief technology officer at Sun

management for large field sales

say the greatest value comes when

Microsystems Inc. “They have internal

organizations, is still based on “the

with a tool for automating contact

their programs are the enabling tool

business logic, whether the vendors

notion that you can use technology

to execute long-needed process

tell you that or not, with a specific

to make salespeople more effective,”

changes. Users acknowledge, howev-

bias.”

er, that the programs do embody as-

in the words of Ms. House, its chief

At Novell, which is in a turn-

operating officer. Yet the company

sumptions about best practices, and

around effort after several years of

had already created its own customer

a company must carefully evaluate

sagging sales and shrinking market

service application and, with the ac-

these programs to make sure their im-

share, Mr. Schmidt said he felt the

quisition of Scopus, has now moved
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further into the realm of call-center

polled Silicon Valley companies before

sive, so they don’t dominate your life

management.

starting Clarify, which is based in San

to the degree an enterprise system

Clarify and Vantive, by contrast,

Jose, Calif., to see why no publicly

would,” he said. “People have un-

began with call-center management,

traded company had addressed de-

doubtedly been forced into some

supplying the software for the peo-

veloping packaged software applica-

sales or service processes they

ple answering all those 800-number

tions for service automation. “The an-

wouldn’t have done otherwise. But

calls, and only later moved into sales-

swer was the business processes were

these are areas that have not been

force automation. Both compa-

very process-oriented, so it probably

nies view customers as assets

is a good thing for them to become

to be managed, with a bias

more focused and measur-

that superior service leads to

able,” he said.

greater customer retention

So far, however, most

and that retained customers

companies

have

not

generate more sales at

used front-office appli-

lower costs than new

cations to make funda-

ones do.

mental changes, Mr.

Call-center pro-

Davenport said. “The

grams are similar to

things most compa-

work-flow management ap-

nies have done have

plications, but with a service

been administrative.

bias. The idea is to capture,

They haven’t really

manage and track every in-

penetrated the heart of

teraction with a customer,

the activity,” he said. “These

from initiation to resolution.

systems are theoretically capa-

When a customer calls with a

ble of problem resolution and col-

problem, the service person is in-

laborative selling, but that requires a

stantly familiar with that customer’s

so different from company to compa-

great degree of process re-engineer-

history, likes, dislikes and quirks.

ny,” he said. “You can’t take college

ing,” he said. “You can use these things

Most of the programs also provide a

courses in sales and service; you can

without changing your processes very

script, with specific details for differ-

in all the engineering disciplines, ma-

much at all, but then you don’t get a

ent vertical markets, that guides ser-

terials management, accounting.”

lot of value out of them either.”

vice people through a call.

Clarify’s goal was to identify and build

Vendors do not dispute Mr.

“We make sure that every prob-

on those processes that companies

Davenport’s assertions, but they say

lem posed by a customer is owned by

had in common, while providing sim-

that front-office applications are going

one individual in the organization; we

ple tools to customize its programs

through a natural transition, common

think that is key,” said David A. Stamm,

where they differed.

to new information technologies. As

Clarify’s founder and chairman. “If I

Tom Davenport, a professor at

with relational databases in the 1980’s,

own a problem, I better solve it or

the University of Texas at Austin who

companies are first using these new

move it within four hours. Each per-

has studied the sociology of comput-

programs for simple transactional

son knows their role and has respon-

er systems, said the front-office appli-

tasks, like tracking customer inter-

sibility to see it through,” he said.

cations are, as a group, more easily

actions, and will adapt them later

A former engineering executive

modified than their back-office coun-

for tactical purposes, like measuring

at the Intel Corporation, Mr. Stamm

terparts. “They’re not so comprehen-

the results of different promotional
continued on page 64
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FRONT-OFFICE CASE STUDY: MICROSOFT
oping with incompatible lega-

separate applications worldwide

sented some unforeseen chal-

cy systems and inaccessible or

that provided incident tracking,”

lenges. At that time, Clarify’s

conflicting data is by no means

said Mark Perry, Microsoft’s gen-

largest installation was at Sybase

C

the exclusive domain of stodgy

eral manager for enterprise tech-

Inc., the database company based

companies in moribund indus-

nical support. All of these applica-

in Emeryville, Calif., where 500

tries. By many measures, the Mi-

tions were homegrown, written

workers used the software, but

crosoft Corporation is the most

by Microsoft’s own programmers

Microsoft wanted to roll out the

successful company of the last

and, of course, with Microsoft’s

program to 2,000 users. “We un-

two decades — and obviously as

own programming tools to run on

derestimated the challenges of

technology savvy as any. But until

Microsoft’s own operating sys-

working with a vendor,” said Mr.

recently its customer-tracking sys-

tems and database software. Yet

Perry. “We didn’t want to be the

tems suffered from some remark-

there were differences significant

900-pound gorilla. We didn’t

ably common problems.

enough that the programs did not

want to put them out of business.

communicate with each other.

But we wanted to deploy in six

Some of the problems were as
much political as technical be-

When Microsoft decided to

months. At the time, they looked

cause of the company’s highly de-

replace its 36 homegrown appli-

at me and said ‘huh?’ Now that’s

partmentalized structure. Brent

cations for customer support with

normal,” he said. Pressed, the

Frei, a former Microsoft executive,

a single packaged solution, it set-

company did manage to deploy

now president of Onyx Software,

tled on Clear Support from Clarify.

within seven months. “They were
very responsive,” Mr. Perry added.

recalls the difficulties the compa-

Clarify was the choice at least in

ny faced when it began charging

part because it ran on Windows

for customer service in the late

NT, the Microsoft operating sys-

mated the internal demands of

1980’s.

tem, at a time when most com-

such a large deployment. “We were

“Customer-registration data

But Microsoft also underesti-

peting products ran on Unix. But

almost a disaster; we were in des-

was the property of marketing

Mr. Perry said Clear Support also

peration mode,“ Mr. Perry said.

and was all outsourced to a main-

“provided a better match of fea-

“We were moving as a company

frame in Chicago,” he said. “Each

tures and functionality to our

to supporting more and more

department had a system to auto-

business requirements.” And, he

corporate customers on Windows

mate what they did,” he said. Mr.

added, “it lowers our cost because

NT, but we were having a hard

Frei left in 1994 to found Onyx

we don’t have to develop those

time supporting those customers

with two other Microsoft col-

features ourselves.”

on a global basis. So we basically

leagues, but the company’s systems complexity only grew.
“In 1995, we had 36 distinct,

The deployment of Clarify’s

sent a message out to our organi-

program at Microsoft went

zation: ‘Here’s what we’ve done

smoothly, but it nonetheless pre-

for you. We’ve decided not to
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continued from page 62

campaigns or incentive structures.
build. We’re going to buy a
package and give it to you in

Only a bold few have already begun to

sions,” he said.
The program has helped

six months,’” he said. “That was

overcome some of the geo-

an expectation on which we

graphic and departmental

couldn’t deliver.”

balkanization that had hindered

At that time, Microsoft’s

customer support, Mr. Perry said.

use them for strategy, like weighing
the relative merits of different sales
and service processes in a proactive
way, and then executing those plans.
Companies use the technology in the
lowest-risk venues first.

back-office applications were al-

“In the past, we would change

And some risk aversion may be

so largely homegrown; it has

one geography or one applica-

wise when dealing with a market still

since become a major SAP cus-

tion at a time. Today, we can

in flux. Most analysts believe front-

tomer. Clarify integrates easily

make a change and within 24

office software will follow the exam-

with SAP, but meshing with the

hours replicate that change

ples of countless other software ap-

worldwide,” he said.

plications, from word processors to

legacy systems was another matter. “We didn’t anticipate the

Customer support has tradi-

complexity of integrating that

tionally been a telephone-based

solution into our corporate infra-

operation at Microsoft, but with

structure,” Mr. Perry said. “To try

the explosive growth of the

to recover from some high-level

World Wide Web, more and

expectations we knew we could-

more support calls are on-line.

n’t meet, we started cutting back

“These customers already have

electronic design automation, with
two or three big players dominant,
and smaller companies swept up in
acquisitions or dying slowly for lack of
sales. But this consolidation has just
begun.
“It’s been a very wide-open market, growing at such a rapid rate that

on some efforts. The thing I cut,

access to a lot of information, so

even crummy companies can sur-

and it was a mistake, was end-

typically their questions are more

vive,” said Brent Frei, president and

user training,” he said. “We were

sophisticated,” Mr. Perry said. “By

chief executive of Onyx Software,

also going through and re-engi-

hitting the Clarify system, we can

based in Bellevue, Wash. “At some

neering our processes at the

often post a response back to the

point, the industry analysts who write

time. There were changes of

customer without that question

about this stuff have to start talking to

workflow and process that we

ever reaching a human being.”

real customers, not listening to mar-

Microsoft now has 3,000 of

keting hype, and hold vendors’ feet to

should have spent more time educating users on,” he said.
Despite a rocky start, the

its employees using the Clarify
system worldwide, primarily

Clarify system soon began to pay

supporting corporate customers.

for itself. “We started to reap

The company is in the process

some of the benefits within the

of rolling out the system for

first six months,” Mr. Perry said.

consumer support as well, and

“We were able, using the data

expects to have 10,000 users by

from the Clarify system, to make

year end.

the fire,” he said.
The back-office companies are
beginning to play a bigger role as well,
integrating some front-office functions
into their existing programs or offering new applications, through either
internal development or acquisitions
or a mixture of both. This process,
which began with Baan’s purchase of

decisions in a much better, more

“Our goal,” said Mr. Perry,

Aurum Software last year, accelerated

timely fashion. It allows us to em-

“is to get to one program world-

in March with SAP’s announcement of

power people to make deci-

wide.”

its sales-force automation solution,
developed in collaboration with Kiefer

8
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& Veittinger GmbH of Mannheim, Ger-

portunity by offering Web-based ver-

very strong feelings. They’re very ner-

many, which is now 80 percent owned

sions of their configuration tools or

vous about manufacturers actually

by SAP. The Oracle Corporation, J.D.

customer-support packages.

getting involved in selling,” she said.

Edwards Inc. and Peoplesoft have al-

A Web-based program from Clar-

so begun adding front-office capabili-

ify is Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A.’s first

proceeding as rapidly as they can and

ties to their back-office programs.

application based on client/server

letting the cultural issues get resolved

Less conservative companies are

“We don’t believe this stuff is sta-

technology, a systems architecture

along the way. Some have been sur-

ble,” said Bobby Cameron, an analyst

that distributes programs and data

prised to encounter resistance among

with Forrester Research Inc. in Cam-

among multiple computers on a net-

employees or customers, and they

bridge, Mass. Customers face a diffi-

work and that most corporations be-

have had to back up and offer new

cult choice: “Companies can choose a

gan adopting in the late 1980’s. “We felt

training and guidance to get con-

suite from a number of leading vendors and accept the reality that their
vendor will inevitably lag behind in important new capabilities. Adopting a
pure best-of-breed approach gives
users the exact functionality they
want — along with a never-ending integration, support and vendor management nightmare,” he said.

stituents to buy into the new pro-

“People now can think
about doing things
they never
could before.”

Nevertheless, most customers

grams and processes.
“When you deploy these revolutionary systems, there is a bit of
re-engineering that has to happen
among the users of the system,” said
Mr. Kumar, of Prudential. “I thought
users would be ready to use such a
system, with such obvious benefits,
but some were resistant to change,”

still insist on buying the highest-per-

it was important enough to make that

formance applications from a number

leap,” said Carole Pedriana, national

The most ambitious companies

of vendors, rather than packaged

manager of Toyota’s New Era Infor-

are already using these programs to

suites, even with the added cost of in-

mation Technology. “We don’t have

sell to and service their customers in

tegration and support. “Users never

many opportunities to deal directly

new ways, to offer new products and

gave up their desire for ‘best of

with our customers, so we feel it is im-

services and to expand into new mar-

breed,’” he said. “There will be a new

portant enough to spend the money

kets. They are creating new business

role for systems integrators as portfo-

— and, in this case, take the risk — be-

processes on the fly, finding the best

lio assemblers, preselecting and as-

cause it is new technology,” she said.

practices as they go.

sembling multi-vendor solutions and

he said.

The program will allow Toyota

“People now can think about do-

customers, for the first time, to have

ing things they never could before,

Still, the competitive advantages

questions answered and problems ad-

and that will drive process change,”

offered by these programs have

dressed by the national sales and dis-

said John Luongo, president and chief

then supporting that,” he said.

prompted even technology-averse

tribution organization either through

executive officer of Vantive, based in

companies to make the leap. The ex-

their dealers or directly from the main

Santa Clara, Calif. “Technology can

plosion of interest in the Internet and

office over the Internet.

support sophisticated processes that

the World Wide Web has been a fur-

Nevertheless, Toyota is proceed-

in turn support strategies. But, funda-

ther impetus. Although front-office

ing carefully, stopping short of offer-

mentally, the business leaders have

software companies were no more

ing sales or fulfilling orders over the

to make the key decisions them-

clairvoyant about the Web than other

Web. “This is a very touchy subject,”

selves.”

software vendors, they have all been

said Ms. Pedriana from her office in

quick to seize upon it as a strategic op-

Torrance, Calif. “Our dealers have
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